
UPDATE NOTE FROM HAMILTON DEAN ON 6TH MAY 2020 

 

Colleagues 

 

Civil 

  

Some of you have raised points re the guidance of last week and I collated that and have 

passed this on to the sheriff clerk and to the SP. If anyone has any other points that they wish 

addressed  or problems they are experiencing then please advise and i will raise it. Several of 

you have done that  and I have resolved these where possible 

 

  

Criminal  

  

I have been in discussion with the Lawsociety staff and other parties  re where matters are 

following upon the civil guidance issued last week. I am aware that here was a meeting on 

Friday but I haven’t heard back as tot the outcome of that re the issuing of criminal guidance. 

As and when I do I will let you know the position 

At present the following was discussed: 

  

Plan for court working going forward:  

 

SCTS plan is to proceed with court work respecting the need for social 
distancing.  The priority for the government  was the solemn courts up and working 
first. SCTS were respecting that.  

Efforts are being made to ID the cases where evidence could be taken on 
commission so these could be progressed as priorities.  

There are  discussions regarding custody trials getting up and running, using web 
X.  The feeling was that whatever could be undertaken by way of a trial at summary 
level could then be scaled up for solemn or a jury in due course.  

Closed courts: 



A number of courts had been closed where there was correspondence and business 
stacking up. It was emphasized that there was a need for plans to be released as to 
when these courts could be up and running for that type of business and be free to 
deal with what would be a substantial backlog of work    

  

Police Station  

This was reported as being a continuing and significant problem. Despite efforts 
made with Police Scotland and SG over the past five weeks, there had been no 
significant progress. Information had been provided from COPFS to show screens in 
existence with no location as to where these were in place. There was continuing 
frustration as members of the profession could be put at risk by being asked to 
attend police stations for interviews where safety measures were not in place.  

There is a need for guidance to be clear about the processes at police stations 
which include AAs and interpreters.  

  

  

Please note there may be guidance issued shortly on police station interviews but as 
yet I have heard nothing on that.  

  

 

I hope that helps in the meantime. 

 

Regards 

 

Mark O’Hanlon 

Dean 

 


